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Background and findings

Emergency volunteering landscape

Out of uniform project
- What this volunteering looks like, how it is changing, interactions, outcomes, risks/benefits

Adapting the sector
- Changing external environment & implications/ responses in EM, stakeholder views about current/future landscape, preferred futures, priorities for change, leading developments, future scenarios
How we ‘do’ utilisation

Not this...

... but this.

Co-production of knowledge

Build evidence

Synthesise

Showcase & amplify

Confirm & legitimate

Re-frame & re-conceptualise

Connect people & experiences

Mostly do it through different kinds of conversations
Utilisation examples

(Some is more tangible, but most is less tangible)


Catalyse new ideas & approaches
Potential utilisation

1. Mapping a vision & pathways to 2030 & beyond
   Forums for doing this?
   “there’s no lever to pull”

2. Community preparedness training
   e.g. WREMO community driven volunteer program